
Columbia Cricket Club VS Sarasota International Cricket Club

March 3-4 2018

On March 3rd and 4th, Columbia Cricket Club did 2nd trip in two consecutive years, down
south to Sarasota, FL, to play two limited over (35 overs) cricket matches. There were two very
exciting games on both days, almost last ball finish in both games. Columbia CC won both days
by chasing SICC targets (196 and 246 respectively on Saturday and Sunday) and clinched the
trophy. It was a great contest of equally balanced teams, which led to close finishes on both
days. Game one Dheeraj Piplani (CCC) was Man of the Match, and Game two Saurabh Baisane
(CCC) and Ryan (SICC) were Men of the match for scoring centuries.
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Reaching the ground

Anything that can go wrong will
go wrong.

Murphy’s Law

It all started a few months back when Nischay organized 2018 Sarasota tour. After all the logistics were
taken care of, it finally came down to a strong & well balanced 12 player squad for 2018 Sarasota tour.
Players were confirmed to fly out at various times of the day from different places on Friday, March 02, 2018.
Nischay, proudly announces on Thursday.

Well, that’s one way to jinx it. What followed was some chaos due to the nor’easter that started early
morning on Friday. All flights out of New York’s three airports in the afternoon continued to get canceled.
Airlines automatically switched people to next available flight(s), which would make them reach Tampa, FL
area on Saturday night, neither people could book new flights. There were call center holds of greater than
2.5 hours. These reschedule & other flight offers were not acceptable, either monetarily or time-wise. So,
the team decided that whosoever can make it should go, as long as it can work for them. After some valiant
efforts by each one of the team members, the final tally looked like this.

Player Playing Status / Availability

Ahsan Riaz Could not make it

Ajay Chopra Reached by Friday evening
Amit Singh (wk) Reached by Friday evening
Anantha Padmanabhan Purushotham Reached directly to the ground from airport, on Saturday lunch time
Arun Swaminathan Could not make it
Dheeraj Piplani Was already around in Sarasota area
Mohsin Salahuddin (wk) Could not make it
Nischay Mishra (capt) Reached by Friday evening
Saurabh Baisane Reached by Friday morning
Sharan Suresh Reached directly to the ground from airport, on Saturday late afternoon
Shifan Mohamed Reached by Friday night
Tanay Saxena Was already around in Sarasota area
*Ashish Sharma Flew in from Denver, CO on Friday night

Given the chaos, the team finally settled in on Friday night in the Tampa, FL area and went out sightseeing,
drinks, food, etc. The idea was to reach the ground between 9-9:30 AM to do some stretching and be ready
for the game. We were going to start with 8 Players, and the hope was that Anantha and Sharan would join
us as the day progress.
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Place De-Icing before take off at JFK

Warm and Sunny Tampa,FL
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Good Beer,Bad Food

Clearwater Beach At Night
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Day - One : March 3rd

The team reached the ground on time and did some warmups and chilling around. It was bit chilly, by
Florida standards, but thankfully sunny, with weather forecast slated to be nice and warm by noon. After
winning the toss captain opted to field first considering Sharan and Anantha will join in afternoon for batting.
Since we were short of players, we requested and convinced Tanay’s friend, who had come to drop Tanay off
to the ground with a three hr drive from Miami, FL. First, he was reluctant, then agreed to field for an hour
and leave. Nevermind he stayed till almost end of the first innings until Anatha arrived.

Playing 9 from CCC. Missing Tanay from the pic.

Saurabh and Nischay started the opening spell. Things were going OK for both teams, when Nischay
clean bowled their opening batsman Ruan out cheaply in the 4th over. Saurabh was getting a good swing,
once he was settled in, kept it tight at the other end. Their other opening batsman, Imran, stuck around and
was living dangerously. Early in his innings, was dropped by Amit (wk) on edge going towards first slip on
Nischay’s bowling. They were just rotating strike smoothly. However, we stuck around and brought Tanay
as first change. Tanay bowled a tight first spell, making it difficult for the batsmen to judge his bounce and
turn. That led to a nice and soft catch on leg slip by Dheeraj on Tanay’s bowling to remove their 1 down
batsmen George.

Imran and Chris kept on rotating the strike with an occasional boundary, batted for a while. Us leaking
wides to a very short leash on offside. Ashish was brought in to the attack while Tanay and Dheeraj were
going through their spell of overs. Anatha had joined us by now. All of that was not working out for us
until Ajay was brought into the attack in 26th over. Ajay got a lot of late swing to trouble the batsmen,
and in his first over got the opener Imran clean bowled to a fast, full and straight delivery.

We were able to put pressure on them at this stage of the game by Dheeraj taking a stunner of a catch at
fine leg to get the left-handed Chris out. No one could believe that Dheeraj took it, the ball was going like
a bullet to a well-timed shot on Ajay’s bowling. The next set of batsmen did not last to Shifan’s medium
pace. He was on a hat-trick to get his two wickets of the match. Their number 6 batsmen hit almost all the
bowlers around the park for some good shots. SICC first innings folded at 196/6 in 35 overs.
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At the innings break it was looking like, if we get 1 or 2 good partnerships, then we can win it even with
9 players. Regardless, the team was happy about the way we all played.

Amit and Tanay opened the innings for Columbia’s batting. They both scored in singles & doubles and
were looking at ease with an occasional boundary. Amit got out in 16th over with Columbia at 62/1. Over
all it was very good display of opening partnership. Ashish went in at number 3 and scored briskly with
Tanay hanging in there. However, Ashish did not last long. By this time Sharan was able to make it to the
ground directly from the Sarasota Airport. Ajay went in as next batsmen to increase the run rate, but did
not last long, got caught hitting ball high to bowler.

Meanwhile Tanay kept on holding one end and rotating strike comfortably. Sharan hit some good shots
and was looking composed and aggressive until his innings was cut short by a loopy one from a spinner,
trapping him LBW on a sweep shot. Shifan hit one impressive 4 and then was back to the pavilion.

At this point CCC needed 73 runs in 7 overs, difficult target but Dheeraj and Saurabh both got the
reputation to hit long and high, they both have pulled such games in our league games. Dheeraj came along
with a vengeance. He hit some brutal shots, SICC bowlers looked clueless as they had no answer. With
some great support by Saurabh. In the end, it came down to 2nd last ball of the 35th over, Dheeraj hitting
winning runs, in the process making 47 in 23 balls.

It was a hard-fought win for Columbia, where everyone contributed on and off the field. We also had lady
luck on our side, Nischay’s wife Parul was there for the entire game, rooting for Columbia all day long.

The Finishing X

Man of the Match

Dheeraj Piplani
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Team Columbia - Day 1

CCC and SICC - Day 1
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Day - One : extended

The team reached the hotel, and aches & pains started. Lack of Cricket in New York for such a long time
had taken its toll. Earlier in the day, Tanay got a bad shoulder diving to stop a single and taking a blow on
the same shoulder, but a different side on the nonstriker end. Most people were tired, but some did manage
to get some drinks and go out to downtown St. Petersburg to hang out.

Day - Two : March4th

We found out after reaching the ground that Super Star from yesterday Dheeraj would not be able to join
us as he had developed fever overnight. There was also a game of WikitBall http://wikitball.com/ that
we had to play. SICC member Mark has invented this game as a warm-up, and SICC wanted to get some
professional promotional videos for the game. It took a trial run with Columbia players to get us understand
the rules better and then we had a go at it. It was good fun.

CCC getting instructions from Mark. Sorry no other pic while playing. We will get some pics/videos from Mark
soon.

After a quick game of wikitball, the match started at around 11 AM. Nischay won the toss and elected to
field first. It looked like SICC had brought their A-Players. Ryan, who has played international cricket in
the Carribean, excellent batsman was there along with Arav, their young and athletic leg spin import from
England.

Ryan and Imran opened SICC innings. They had a good start, placing and punching the ball with ease.
Bowling opening from CCC was the dependable combination of Saurabh and Nischay. In the first over of
Nischay, Imran tried to drive straight but aired an incutter delivery, which Nischay could not hold on to. In
the 6th over of Inning, Ryan started using his feet and coming down the ground, and scooped a short pitch
off-cutter for an easy catch on square leg, but Columbia dropped the catch. In 10th over of inning Ryan gave
one more chance on Nischay’s bowling where substitute fielder could not judge the catch and ball dropped
3 ft in front of him in mid-on area. All bowlers were taken for runs by their opening pair, Columbia kept on
pushing and creating chances. We knew that we just have to do the basics, and we were doing it.

The first breakthrough at 28th over came from the golden arm of Shifan, which is captured as Shitan in the
scorecard. He bowled Ryan out at 106 when Ryan had already done the damage for us. Imran (91*) kept on
scoring freely, especially on the leg side, where Anantha fielded tirelessly. Shifan got another breakthrough
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of their number 3 batsman who was looking dangerous. Tanay and Sharan were brought back in attack
to slow down the scoring rate, both got strong appeals against Imran for LbW, but were called down by
umpire. In the last 4-5 overs, SICC was trying to get to 250, but we restricted them to 246/2 in 35 overs.

At the innings break, the team was thinking, we have come this far and already got a win under our belt,
so why not push hard and see if we can win this. Body language from SICC was of great confidence, and
ours was, Let’s have fun. Columbia had catered the lunch, which was familiar Indian food, both teams were
happy.

Amit and Saurabh opened the batting for Columbia. Amit went back without disturbing the scorers much.
Sharan went in at number 3. SICC’s opening bowler Honey did not let Columbia score much in his first spell.
Sharan was looking all set and comfortable along with Saurabh. Sharan got out after scoring a valuable 13
runs to a poor Umpires call for an LBW appeal. The ball was traveling high; later SICC players also agreed
that it was a bad call by the umpire. Ashish went in at number 4. What followed was pure magic. Saurabh
and Ashish played beautifully against some top quality spin attack by Arav and other bowlers. Saurabh
defended and attacked beautifully, hitting 3 fours in covers to the leg-spinner, early in the innings he hooked
and pulled the bouncers with ease.

At the innings break we were at 130/2 and Saurabh already post 50. No one told him until the break as
no one wanted him to start whacking around yet. By now, Ashish was also knocking on the doors of a 50.
What followed was also some beautiful temperament from Ashish and Saurabh. Ashish eventually departed
after a well made 71 in 58 balls. Shifan came in and did his thing, hit a couple of brutal boundaries, but
did not last long. At this stage we were chasing run a ball to win, in fact, that was the case for most of the
innings. With Saurabh still batting, Columbia’s hopes turned to the conviction that we will win it soon.
However, Saurabh was given run out, by the same umpire, which was again a bad or let’s say a dicey call.
SICC wicket keeper agreed that it was a bad call by the umpire. Alas, Saurabh had to depart at 119 of 93
balls. Eventually, it was left to Tanay and Nischay to bring us home in the last couple of overs. With the
equation reading 2 balls remaining and 3 runs to win, Tanay picks a double to tie the game. 1 ball 1 run,
Tanay hits a 4 to bring us home. What a game!

Team Columbia Day 2. We had double lady luck today. Deepika, Tanay’s wife also joined for the day.
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Day - Two : Post Match Presentation

The game was played with a great camaraderie between the teams. Respective captains gave their speeches.
See video posted in WhatsApp group.

Man of the Match

Saurabh 119 and Ryan 106

Saurabh - The First Century

That’s how you play
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CCC - Trophy at the clubhouse.

CCC - Trophy at the clubhouse.
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Scorecards

Day 1 - Inning 1
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Day 1 - Inning 2
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Day 2 - Inning 1
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Day 2 - Inning 2
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Dill Chahta Hai
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